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~ Telling Company Ltd ~ 

World is full of stories. Most of them 
die, but the best stories live year after 

year even for centuries. In order to 
survive story must be told in a right 
way. We in the Telling Company Ltd 

are professionals in storytelling. We will 
help you to create and communicate 
your stories. We have created several 

projects to companies and public 
organizations.

We use methods of storytelling for 
example in concretization of strategies, 

urban planning, nature services, 
creating service concepts and collecting 
customer information and analyzing it.

Don’t hesitate to contact us!



~ The Finnish Presidents 

tell -project ~

What Finnish Presidents have made in their era? 
What kind of a person marshal Mannerheim was?

Eight late Finnish presidents tell facinating stories 
from the history of Finland and what life was in 

their era. President route goes through the district 
of Töölö. 

Stories will be released on 2017! Project is part 
of Finland 100 -programme which is the biggest 

event in Finland in that year.

~ The Statue talks to 

you -project ~

In the city area of Helsinki we have created statues 
alive and they are glad to tell you their stories.

We have filmed two summers these statues which 
are in most popular places in the city. For example 

in the beautiful Esplanade.

We are glad to present you our multilingual 
statues. Listen stories as you want in English, 

Swedish or Finnish.

Find stories on vihreatsylit.fi/en/
~ Telling stories of the sights ~

“...Yet none of these was enough for the people of Russia. 
Constantly the target of assassination attempts.  

It has not been easy...”
- Alexander II -

Have you already heard about talking statues? 
We in the Telling Company Ltd get statues alive. 

Fictional tales based on true stories will bring 
the traveller or citizen into fascinating world of 

stories.

Have you ever wondered who is that person 
behind the statue or why abstract-looking 

monument is standing in the middle of park? 
Next time you should look at the feet of the 

sight and find a way into great stories. We utilize 
new technologies to access the stories. Anyone 
who have a smartphone or tablet can jump into 

magnificent stories just next to the sight. 

We create and design route maps which complete 
our products. Through our concept it is possible 
to get important information about the users and 

their behavior during their visit.

Don’t hesitate to contact us!


